WHITE WINES
175ml 250ml

Bottle

DRY AND ZINGY
1.

PINOT GRIGIO, PURE
VENEZIE, ITALY

17.50

SAUVIGNON BLANC, KUKI
MARLBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND

23.50

Refreshing apple and citrus fruit flavours are
to the fore, with well-balanced acidity and
notes of almond on the nose.

2.

An explosive array of passion fruit and
gooseberry aromas combine with a
smattering of crushed herbs. A classic
Marlborough palate of lime, currants and
ripe guava fruit supported by a razor sharp
minerality

3.

TERRA DE LOBOS WHITE
CASAL BRANCO ESTATE, POCAS
TEJO, PORTUGAL

4.65 6.35 17.95

SAUVIGNON BLANC, EL PICADOR
VALLE CENTRALE, CHILE

4.35 5.85 16.95

Lovely hints of Muscat and Gewürztraminer
on the nose, followed by ripe apricot fruit
on the palate. Deliciously different. The
grape mix is 70% Fernao Pires and 30%
Sauvignon Blanc

4.

A delightfully fresh wine full of gooseberry
fruits and a fresh cut grass tang. Mouthwatering and crisp with a beautiful finish.
Great partner of fish.

ELEGANT, CRISP
& REFRESHING
5.

PICPOUL DE PINET
TERRASSES DE LA MER
LANGUEDOC, FRANCE

5.35 7.45 21.95

Pleasing delicate nose of exotic fruit and
peach. Harmonious and balanced hints of
exotic fruit and great minerality that this
grape and the local terroir offer- perfect
with seafood.

6.

RED CLIFFS, CHARDONNAY / SEMILLON
VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA

17.50

Rich rounded tropical fruit with a limey zest
finish. Perfect all round wine to suit those of
you who have penchant for mouth-watering
wines.

7.

VERDICCHIO, DEI CASTELLI DI JESI
MARCHE, ITALY

Straw coloured with a fragrant bouquet of
fresh apricots. Zesty fresh and racy with an
appealing almond butter finish.

4.95 7.05 20.50

SPARKLING

AROMATIC, VIBRANT
& JUICY
125ml

25. PROSECCO, PURE SPUMANTE DOC
VENEZIE, ITALY

Bottle

3.95 20.95

175ml 250ml

8.

A delicious sparkling wine made with the
delicate and aromatic Prosseco grapes.
Fragrant and lively with flavours of apple
and pear with and a soft mouth-watering
finish.

26. IL FRESCO ROSE, VILLA SANDI
VENETO, ITALY

9.

Decanter World Wine Awards, Gold Medal“Savoury nose with minty character. Fresh
spice with notable fruit on the palate.
Creamy sumptuous style “Truly symbolic of
Maison Gardet’s expertise. The true nature
of this Champagne can be appreciated
when served as an aperitif.

28. LAURENT- PERRIER BRUT NV

This is an outstanding non-vintage from
one of the largest of the Marque houses.
Established in 1812, a rich complex soft
fruit flavoured wine that is crisp and very
elegant.

GEWURTZTRAMINER, DPOFF & IRION
ALSACE, FRANCE

24.95

Deep & bright this golden yellow wine has
an expressive, ample bouquet of Turkish
delight, rose water and lychees. A full
bodied white that offers complex notes of
spice and flowers with hints of preserved
fruit.

CHAMPAGNE
27. GARDET BRUT TRADITION NV

MARSANNE /VIOGNIER, XAVIER ROGER 5.15 7.10 20.95
SOUTHERN FRANCE

A blend of 70% Marsanne and 30% Viognier,
produced by Xavier Roger, one of the
Languedoc’s leading and most innovative
winemakers. An expressive peach filled
bouquet supported by fresh citrus aromas.
Rich, alluring and finely balanced. Interim
flavours of peach and apricot combine
perfectly with fresh lemons and give a
stunning fruit filled palate.

21.95

A light rose colour matches the delicate
and fruit driven aromas on this lovely Pink
sparkly. On the palate, flavours of golden
apple lead to a fresh and zesty finish.

Bottle

37.95

52.95

10. BASA RUEDA, TELMO RODRIGUEZ
RUEDA, SPAIN

22.95

11. SANCERRE, DOMAINE JEAN THOMAS
LOIRE VALLEY, FRANCE

29.95

92% Verdejo, 8% Viura From the
exceptionally talented Telmo Rodriguez the
Basa is a brilliant example of what great
wines are being produced in Rueda.
An abundance of citrus and stoned fruits on
the nose lead to a dry and elegant palate.
The finish gives more lemony and green
apple flavours and is highly refreshing.

The emphasis in this wine is on the purity of
the fruit, with only natural yeasts used, to
enhance the complexity of the wine. Clean,
fresh-cut grass on the bouquet, overt and
expansive palate with ripe gooseberries
giving an added weight.

ROSE
29. LAURENT- PERRIER CUVEE ROSE RESERVE
Quite simply the world’s bestselling Rose
Champagne. Produced using the
original method from 100% Pinot noir
grapes. Far too easy to drink all day long.

80.00

ELEGANT & VERSATILE
12. GRIGIO ROSE, PURE PINOT
VENEZIE, ITALY

4.35 5.95 17.50

Lovely pale pink Rose. Fresh and mouthwatering summer fruits with a zingy finishdangerously moreish!!

13. ROSE, HENRI GAILLARD
COTES DE PROVENCE, FRANCE

Elegant aromas of red berries and spices,
the palate is refined with fresh berry
fruit flavours. The descendant of an old
Languedoc family, Henri Gaillard is regarded
as a pioneer of this region.

22.95

RED WINES
REFINED & DISTINGUISHED
CONTINUED

SOFT LIGHT & JUICY
175ml 250ml

14. PINOT NOIR, LAUTARUL
CRAMELE RECAS, ROMANIA

Bottle

4.35 5.95 17.50

23.95

Exceptional value for this top Carmanere
which has really good structure and a level
of complexity normally associated with far
more expensive wines. With full rich fruit
and oak, it is a big wine for hearty food and
unwinding by the fire.

Now a great wine producing region Romania
has produced this amazing Pinot Noir. First
Romanian pinot ever reviewed by Tim Atkin
(master of wine)- “A hint of smoky oak, but
it’s the fruit that really sings; cherry stone
and raspberry with supple tannins and
a core of sweetness - a gift to Pinot Noir
lovers!”

15. MERLOT, EL PICADOR
VALLE CENTRALE, CHILE

20. CARMANERE GRAN RESERVA, SANTA LUZ
COLCHAGUA VALLEY, CHILE

4.35 5.85 16.95

RICH, ROBUST
& ROUNDED
175ml 250ml

Medium bodied with lovely flavours of
sweet plum fruit and a mellow, soothing
finish with a hint of white pepper. This
superb Merlot is a great example of what
Chile has to offer.

21. CABERNET SAUVIGNON, MONASTIER
ALAIN GRIGNON, SOUTHERN FRANCE

16.. COTES DU RHONE, VIELLIES VIGNES,
LES COTEAUX DU RHONE, S.RHONE, FRANCE

21.45

This 100% Grenache is made from 60
year old vines grown in sandy soils, on
the terraces of Lirac. Lovely and bright
cherry red in colour, with succulent juicy,
strawberry fruit and ripe plums on the
palate. Velvety, smooth and exceedingly
moresish.

Bottle

4.75 6.55 19.50

A smooth, perfectly balanced fruit forward
Cabernet brimming with cassis cherry and
hedgerow fruits. It’s got a great mouth feel
and is very soft on the finish.

22. SHIRAZ, ROOKS LANE
SOUTH EAST AUSTRALIA

18.95

23. JONTY’S DUCK RED, AVONDALE
PAARL, SOUTH AFRICA

29.95

24. TEMPRANILLO, RUNNING WITH BULLS
HILL-SMITH, SOUTH AUSTRALIA

30.95

Rich blackberry and mulberry nose. Juicy
with ripe dark berry flavours and well
balanced oak. Good structure with medium
tannins and a lovely lingering finish.

REFINED & DISTINGUISHED
17. RIOJA CRIANZA, VEGA
RIOJA, SPAIN

5.35 7.45 21.95

18. AB ALICANTE BOUSCHET
XAVIER ROGER, SOUTHERN FRANCE

5.15 7.10 20.95

From one of the most forward thinking and
award winning wineries in Rioja, comes a
wine that has a magnificent concentration
of ripe, moerish fruits, sturdy structure and
beautifully weaved tannins- gorgeous!

Crimson red, with upfront sun-ripened
fruit, bordering on mulled wine and cherry
jam. Soft and open in the mouth, it is
medium weight, smooth and supple, with
a concentration of sweet red and black
fruits, lots of spice and an herbal, savoury
character that freshens on the finish.

19. ‘LUNTA’ MALBEC, MENDEL
MENDOZA, ARGENTINA

Intense and very fruity. Its characteristic
notes are raspberries, plums, black cherries
and cassis. After the fruits appear some
notes from the wood like vanilla, caramel
and toast, of the 12 months of ageing
in French oak. This is a very gentle and
drinkable wine. It is very fruit forward. Its
soft tannins, light body and structure make
this wine very juicy and easy drinking. The
acidity provides a fresh sensation.

25.95

This superb Organic wine has lots of
blackcurrant, liquorice and hints of dark
chocolate and ground coffee. The wine has
an explosion of fruit on the palate and well
integrated, elegant tannins to support it.
The layers of fruit and silky finish will leave
you wanting more

A bit of a rarity- a single varietal Tempranillo
from Australia. If you like Australian reds
and Rioja, this could be the wine for you!
Opening with blueberries, black cherry and
cocoa powder the aromas lead to hints of
tomato leaf, pepper and rose water. Red
currants and blueberries are prominent
on the palate, with a creamy plush mid
palate that finishes with fine dark chocolate
tannins.

